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Bach’s Prelude in E-flat Major, BWV 552I: 
Analysis, Performance, Teaching*

An understanding of ‘levels’ below the surface of composition – in the Schenkerian sense – 
can help performers and performance student gain a better understanding of the work at 
hand. Almost by definition, such an insight will translate instantly into a better performance 
of the work. In working with performance students, however, standard Schenkerian analyses 
(‘graphs’) are not very helpful, as most students will lack the formal training needed to 
understand such graphs. ‘Chordal reductions’, sometimes considered a preparatory stage on 
the way to a full-blown graph, are often a much better alternative. By way of an example, a 
few passages of Bach’s Prelude in E-flat major, BWV 552I, are discussed after a brief outline 
of the form of the piece.   

As a performer and particularly as a performance teacher, I have become increasingly 
impressed with how a better understanding of a deeper ‘level’ of a composition can almost 
instantly improve the performance of a work. I am thinking of ‘levels’ of composition 
in the sense of Heinrich Schenker’s Schichten, though my experience is that such 
practical, ‘hands-on’ analyses for the performance student do not need to take the form 
of a Schenkerian graph. In fact, as enlightening as a good graph can be to experienced 
Schenkerians – whether they are primarily theorists, musicologists, or performers –, 
they are hardly helpful to an undergraduate or even a graduate student in performance 
without at least a semester of formal training in Schenkerian analysis. 
 A much more effective way, I believe, of helping a performance student understand a 
passage at a (slightly) deeper level is by using ‘reductions’. These can usually be arrived at 
by stripping a passage of its smaller note values, thus creating something that – depending 
on one’s perspective – looks like an example from a good harmony textbook1 or a kind 
of imaginary continuo realization (perhaps for organ rather than for harpsichord).2 
In this paper, I will be offering a number of such reductions – mostly at a relatively 
shallow level just below the surface ‘diminutions’ of a piece – that can hopefully give the 
performance student the kind of Aha-Erlebnis that makes for an instant improvement 
in the performance.3 I draw my examples from Bach’s Prelude in E-flat major for organ, 
BWV 552I – the opening work of the Third Part of the Clavier-Übung series (Leipzig, 
1739) – mainly because I recently had the opportunity to renew my acquaintance with the 
work as a performer, performance teacher, and from an analytical perspective.

* An earlier version of this paper was read at the 2008 conference of the Dutch-Flemish Society for Music Theory 

in Maastricht, The Netherlands. At the conference, I decided to present this paper in my native language, 

fully aware that I would be excluding some members of the audience. In fairness to those colleagues I am 

offering the written version of the paper in English. 

1 I am thinking of Edward Aldwell & Carl Schachter, Harmony & Voice Leading, third edition, Belmont: Thomson 

Learning, 2003.

2 Such reductions can also be helpful as part of the process towards developing a ‘proper’ Schenkerian 

graph. 

3 The term Aha-Erlebnis was coined by the German gestalt psychologist Karl Bühler (1879-1963).
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Instrumentalists play notes; they are expected to play them as accurately and as beautifully 
as possible, and so all their attention goes into playing these notes. This can (and often 
does) lead to impressive results: a note-perfect performance with a beautiful tone, well-
controlled dynamics, clear articulation, and the like. But so often, a real understanding 
of the musical work at hand is missing. One reason for this, I think, is that with the 
conventional approach of preparing a piece of music for performance (usually referred 
to as ‘learning a piece’), it is almost inevitable that the aspiring performer fails to see the 
forest for the trees. On Day One, the student starts with learning the notes of measure 1, 
with the firm determination to arrive at the last note on the last page of the score hours, 
days, or weeks later (depending on the nature of the particular work, and, surely, the 
talent and energy of the student).
 This to me seems like an actor who, in preparing a particular role, starts memorizing 
his lines without having much of an idea of the play as a whole. Perhaps that is how actors 
do it, but I think it is much more likely that a good actor will first read at very least a 
synopsis of the play. Next, he may have an opportunity to read through the whole script 
together with the other members of the cast (perhaps with the stereotypical director 
explaining how he ‘sees’ the play). After having thus gained at least some understanding 
of the play, our actor will likely find learning his lines both easier and more effective.
 Similarly, it would seem obvious that a musician learning a new piece should start 
with a bird’s-eye view of the work, perhaps outlining a sonata form in a Beethoven sonata 
or the entries of the subject in a Bach fugue – yet as far as I can tell, very few performance 
students actually start that way. Almost inevitably, the next stage is to ‘play through’ as 
much of the piece as the student is able to. As idealistic as it seems, it would be much 
better if the student would not worry too much about the surface of the composition – 
the exact notes written in the score – at this stage, but if (s)he would try to play a kind of 
‘sketchy’ reduction of the piece. More details can then be put in as the student continues 
to work on the piece. 
 If the performance student is unable to apply such an ‘analytical’ approach to learning 
a piece on his own, hopefully a teacher can help him take a look at levels below the 
surface of a composition. In my opinion, it would be best if the performance teacher 
would do this in the weekly major lesson. That way, the connection between analysis – 
understanding how a composition ‘works’ – and performance can be made very direct. 
For a performer, analysis should be part of music making – not some kind of foreign, 
speculative, theoretical discipline. 
 At the Maastricht conference, a colleague objected to this, stating that analysis should 
be left to the theory teachers, since performance teachers may simply ‘get things wrong’. Of 
course, theory teachers should play an important role in helping the performance student 
understand a composition better from their point of view, whether by analyzing standard 
pieces in the undergraduate music theory class, through an ‘Analysis for Performers’ course 
at the graduate level, or in a kind of seminar where theorists and performance teachers 
work side-by-side with students. As helpful as any of these situations may be, the risk of 
a performance teacher getting his analysis ‘not quite right’ to me is negligible compared 
to the advantage of a direct link between analysis and performance in the major lesson. It 
is crucial not just to read analyses or reductions, but to actually play them – to physically 
feel them in one’s fingers. Another advantage of the use of reductions in the major lesson 
is that they are often a good way of learning (or relearning) a passage from a technical 
point of view, as they help the student understand which notes are ‘structural’ and which 
are ‘diminutions’.

First, then, a glance at the form of our piece, Bach’s Prelude in E-flat major. A ritornello 
A (mm. 1-32) returns in its entirety at the end of the work (mm. 174-205). For two 
earlier returns, the ritornello is cut in halves. A

1
 (mm. 51-71) corresponds with mm. 1-17, 
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but there are four ‘extra’ measures: mm. 55-58. The whole passage moves from B-flat 
major via A-flat major (reached at the end of the four ‘extra’ measures) to C minor. A

2
 

(mm. 98-111), corresponding with mm. 19-32, moves from F minor to A-flat major. The 
first episode B (mm. 33-50, modulating from E-flat major to the dominant B-flat major) 
returns after A

2
, in mm. 112-129 (now modulating from A-flat major to E-flat major). 

The second episode C (mm. 71-98), a three-part fugue for manuals only starting in C 
minor, returns in full glory – now with obbligato pedal and starting in E-flat major – in 
mm. 130-174. The second fugue is not only almost twice as long as the first, but also 
has twice as many entries of the subject (twelve instead of six). The entry of the pedal 
at m. 130 – perhaps the most memorable moment of the piece – happens to be a close 
approximation the golden section.
 The main motives of three sections – A, B, and C – are related, as I have shown in 
Example 1. To understand that the three motives share, as it were, the same DNA will, I 
believe, instantly change the way the performer approaches the music – though of course it 
is hard to put into words how exactly that becomes audible. But a better understanding of 
the ‘common ancestry’ of the three motives on the part of the performer can only improve 
his sense of the Prelude as musical unity. Once the organist has that understanding, the 
audience, too, has perhaps a chance of grasping it. 

That the octave scale of theme C has to be considered an expansion of the five-note motive 
can be clearly seen from a look at the returns of the ritornello. The ‘end’ of the first fugue 
in m. 98 and the return of the second half of the ritornello (A

2
) correspond with mm. 19-

20 (m. 19 is in turn a variant of m. 3). But the expansion of the five-note motive is already 
prepared for at the beginning of ritornello A

1, 
in mm. 51-54. Here, the theme is treated in 

a kind of free canon between the tenor and the soprano (with the tenor leading), and the 
latter transforms the five-note motive rather ecstatically into an octave scale (better yet: a 
two-octave scale) in m. 54. I have summarized the information in Example 2.
 With the five-note motive in the middle of m. 98, Bach moves right into the third 
measure of the second half of the ritornello (the beginning of A

2
 corresponds with m .19; 

Bach skillfully skips mm. 17-18). That has immediate consequences for the performer. 
Instead of a relaxation (a decrescendo, as it were) on the descending octave-scale and 
a big comma before the eighth note pick-up chord, one would want to hear m. 98 as a 
crescendo with a strong sense of continuity into the ritornello.

1

34

136

145

A

B

C

C, pedal variant

Example 1
Three motives ‘in one’.
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The continuity from the first fugue into ritornello A
2
 becomes even more striking from a 

reduction of m. 94 (towards the ‘end’ of the fugue) to m. 101 (where the ritornello arrives 
on A-flat major). Bach only seemingly interrupts the sequence of ‘interlocked seventh 
chords’ in mm. 98-99 for a brief tonicization of F minor and the return of the ritornello. 
Further reduction to a series of tenths makes the continuity even clearer (Example 3).
 Both in mm. 98-101 and in mm. 174-77, then, the first few measures of the returning 
ritornello complete the harmonic/contrapuntal line of each fugue. While at first hearing 
the ritornellos may sound as interrupting the respective fugue, the ‘overlapping’ five-note 
motive and the harmonic/contrapuntal continuity actually make the transition incredibly 
smooth and logical – and at the same time quite magical! 
 In other words, the restatements of the ritornello happen very much in medias res; 
thus, they greatly enhance the organic structure of the Prelude as a whole. Put differently 
yet again, the return of the ritornellos in mm. 98-99 and 174-75 do not coincide with 
structurally important moments in a Schenkerian graph. And that is not something bad 
or naughty on Bach’s part, quite the contrary: it contributes greatly to the amazing beauty 
of these moments and greatly strengthens the form of the Prelude as whole.
 As I have shown in my reduction, I propose to hear mm. 98-99 as one measure ‘at a 
deeper level’; in other words, what is as it were one measure (with a fermata if you will), 
is ‘stretched out’ into two measures in the foreground, the ‘actual music’ (Schenker called 
this Dehnung, ‘stretching’). 
 The busy foreground figuration in mm. 94-98 – particularly in the left hand – is not so 
easy to play. A reduction can serve as a basis to ‘build up’ the diminutions in a playful way. 
Taking the descending fifths in the middle of Example 3 as a point of departure for a little left 
hand etude, one might shorten these bass notes and add two-note chords on the second and 
fourth beats (in m. 94, that would be B-flat – D and C – E-flat), creating a kind of ‘oompah’ 
pattern. The off-beat chords would naturally be played very lightly. A next step might be to 
break these off-beat thirds into eighth notes, then sixteenth notes (the latter is of course Bach’s 
actual foreground). Or, keeping the little solid chords on the second and fourth beats, one 
might add Bach’s figuration on the first and third beats (this variant still avoids the ‘scary’ leaps, 
particularly in the middle of each measure). Finally, one might attempt Bach’s continuous 
sixteenths as written, bearing in mind the ‘independence’ of the bass notes at the beginning 
of the first and third beats. A fun way of increasing the contrast between the bass notes and 

98

51

17

1

Example 2
The ritornello and its returns at mm. 1, 17, 51, 98.
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the rest of the left-hand part is to play the bass notes an octave lower than written.4 Almost 
certainly, the player will then need a little bit more time to leap to and from the bass notes. That 
is a good thing, because an element of freedom is probably still needed – even desired – when 
playing the actual notes. In my experience, little games like these are not only more enjoyable 
but also much more effective than simply playing the difficult passage over and over again.

Example 4 offers a straightforward reduction of the pedal part in mm. 12-17. Although 
the passage is not particularly virtuosic (in contrast to the sixteenth-note passages in the 
second fugue!), there is so much going on in the hands that the organist can easily forget 
a bit about her or his feet. A student of mine who worked on the piece a while ago played 
most of the notes correctly, but was clearly not aware of the two-part background of the 
passage. Playing these measures as two-part counterpoint for the two feet (‘double pedal’, 
in a manner not uncommon in North-German organ music a few generations before 

4 At an organ, one would have to play the whole left-hand passage an octave higher in order to make this 

possible. 

8

5
10

10
7

7
10

10
7

7
10

10
7

94 96

7 7 8 7 310 10
7 710 10 10 10 8

98 100

Example 3
Mm. 94-101, with reduction with ‘interlocked sevenths’ and further reduction to tenths.
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Bach) made all the difference of the world: When the student went back to play the notes 
as written, the passage sounded much more coherent, had much more direction, sounded 
in one word much more musical.5

Another passage in the hands where the figuration can easily distract the performance 
student from the musical ‘line’ is the fragment starting from m. 41 in the first episode B. 
Playing a reduction just below the surface of the actual music can put the syncopations 
as well as the sixteenth-note flourishes in perspective. As for the ‘displaced notes’ at the 
beginning of each measure, rather than emphasizing their off-beat position, it seems much 
more likely that the intended effect is one of quasi metrical freedom; a kind of composed-
out rubato.6 The implied decrescendo of the 7-6 figure is evident. The sixteenth-note 
‘fills’ in the second halves of mm. 41-43 are not as easy to play as they might seem and, 
as a result, can easily sound more ‘important’ than their place at the lightest part of the 
measure justifies. Indeed, these runs demand the lightest touch of the organist’s palette. 
Hearing the second half of each of these measures as the resolution of the dissonant 7 at 
the beginning of each measure – and at the same time as a preparation for that resolution 
becoming the new dissonant in turn – will make it much easier to find such a touch. 
 A few measures later, there is a similar situation where the foreground figuration can 
easily become too ‘important’ in performance. M. 46 is in essence an arpeggiation of the 
dominant-seventh chord. The passing notes on the second beat create nicely singing parallel 
tenths between soprano and bass. The appoggiatura in the soprano pushes the third A – 
B-flat – C up, however. At the same time, the E-flat arrives half a beat early. The wish to 
briefly touch upon the root F in the middle of the measure means that the third A – B-flat 
– C is squeezed into a little corner in the first half of the measure. A sensitive performer will, 
I think, want to hear a diminuendo on beats 1-3; the F4 on the third beat itself should be as 
light as possible in order to make place for the early arrival of the E-flat (Example 5).

5 At the conference, a colleague pointed out that Ernst Kurth would undoubtedly have disagreed with me 

(and presumably with Schenker) about the two-part counterpoint underlying this pedal passage. In line 

with the title of his Grundlagen des linearen Kontrapunkts: Einführung in Stil und Technik von Bachs melodischer 

Polyphonie (Foundations of Linear Counterpoint: Introduction in the Style and Technique of Bach’s Melodic 

Polyphony) (Berne, Krompholz, 1917), Kurth would surely have emphasized the linear nature even of such a 

seemingly obvious two-part construction. While I find it hard to ignore the polyphonic nature of the passage, 

there is no doubt that Kurth’s approach has a validity of its own, perhaps coming from (and leading to) a 

different kind of performance ideal than Schenker’s. In other words, I believe a performance in line with 

Kurth’s idea can be not only artistically convincing but beautiful.

6 A somewhat similar case of displaced notes occurs at the beginning of the ‘Agnus Dei’ from Bach’s Mass in 

B minor. Schenker’s comment that in this case ‘the displaced notes must sound as if they have arrived in 

the wrong place by accident’ (‘die vorgerückten Töne müssen wie zufällig auf den falschen Platz gekommen 

sein’) seems to apply equally well to the passage discussed here. See Jan-Piet Knijff, ‘Performing Bach’s Mass 

in B Minor: Some Notes by Heinrich Schenker’, in: Bach Notes 8 (Fall 2007), pp. 1-13 at 8 and 12.

5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 (5)

12 14 16

Example 4
Mm. 12-17 (pedal only) with ‘implicit double pedal’ made explicit.
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Finally a word about the contrapuntally rather dense mm. 5-11. With the five-part texture 
(at least in the foreground), the pervasive dotted rhythm reminiscent of the French 
overture, as well as the ornaments, there is a lot for the player to worry about. As a result – as 
so often at the beginning of a piece – one can easily forget about a bigger line. A reduction 
can help the student to hear the ‘backbone’ of the passage – the parallel tenths between 
the outer voices – and to hear it more as a rather ‘harmless’ beginning, only opening up 
the field for the many wonderful things to come. With the help of a reduction, it also 
becomes much easier to hear mm. 7-10 as a prolongation of the dominant-seventh chord 
leading to B-flat in m. 11. The second inversion of the tonic E-flat in m. 8 is, of course, no 
more than a passing chord between the inversions of the dominant-seventh chord in mm. 
7 and 9. The ‘stretching-out’ of the dominant-seventh chord over four measures becomes 
even striking by imagining these four measures as one gigantic measure in ‘slow-motion’ 
– another example of Schenker’s Dehnung. 
 The challenge to the organist, of course, is to bring all this to life in a performance. It 
is almost impossible to put into words what exactly one should do to make this happen. 
Surely, the downbeats of mm. 8, 9, and 10 would somehow have to be ‘lighter’ than those 
of mm. 7 and 11, but in a context such as this, it is very hard to make that happen. But 
by taking a look below the surface figuration and particularly by playing the reductions, 
the player will, I hope, understand the passage in a way that will come across when (s)he 
returns to Bach’s marvelous diminutions.
 If, with this paper, I have been able to shed some light on a few aspects of one of Bach’s 
best-loved and at the same time most demanding organ works, I would be quite happy. 
If I have given organists something to think about as they prepare for a performance 
of the work, so much the better. But my main aim has been to encourage performance 
teachers to bring analysis into their teaching. There is, of course, much, much more to 
teaching performance than playing reductions or pointing out prolongations and motivic 
relationships. But, whether we like it or not, interpreting a musical work will have to start 
with an understanding of the piece at some level. A look below the surface à la Schenker 
can help to arrive at such an understanding.

[man.]

46 FROM

Example 5
Mm. 46-47 with reduction.
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